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Abstract. Virtualization technologies provide flexible execution envi-
ronments that could bring important benefits for computational prob-
lems with strong deadlines. Large Grid infrastructures are becoming
available nowadays and they could be a suitable environment to run
such on-demand computations that might be used in decision-making
processes. For these computation, we encounter the need to deliver as
much resources as possible at particular times. These resources may be
provided by different institutions belonging to a grid infrastructure but
there are two important issues that must be satisfied. Firstly, all re-
sources must be correctly configured and all the components needed by
the application must be properly installed. If there is something small
missing that is required then applications will fail. Secondly, the execu-
tion of urgent applications must be made quickly in order to produce
useful results in time. If applications must wait in a queue, results might
be useless because they are obtained too late. To address these issues, we
describe a job management service, based on virtualization techniques,
that avoids configuration problems and increases the number of avail-
able resources to run applications with critical deadlines. We describe
the main components of our service that can be used on top of common
batch queue systems and we show some experimental results that prove
the benefits of applying time-sharing techniques on the virtual machines
to increase the performance of urgent computations.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, scientific community rely on computational resources in order to solve
most of the present scientific problems. In order to satisfy computing-intensive
problems in the minimum possible time, since the beginning of the 90s it is
possible to resort to distributed computing, because of the deployment of grid
infrastructures. These kind of infrastructures allow the users to count on many
computing resources managed in a decentralized way.

Besides, there is an emerging area in the scientific applications field, Urgent
High Performance Computing (Urgent HPC), which requires a great capacity
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of computing resources at a given time. Urgent HPC applications could take
benefit from a grid environment prepared to respond efficiently, because of the
great resources offer and variety it can supply. In fact, there are several projects
in progress which main goal is to get response from a multiple-resource sites as
quick as possible [1], but due to the grid environments nature, it is necessary to
propose new management strategies that provide not only a quick response, but
a more efficient use of the available resources for the results to be more accurate
in a shorter period of time.

Grid computing can be considered as a consolidated field in high performance
computing, however, it still presents serious limitations from the point of view of
Urgent HPC requests. Response time is an usual handicap in such environments.
Each administrative domain, in a grid infrastructure, has its own components
that take care about security and scheduling issues. All these components intro-
duce considerable delay to the jobs starting, which is a clear penalty for urgent
computing applications.

Nevertheless, time response is not the only constraint, compatibility between
the application to be launched and the execution platform is a very important
handicap as well. Libraries, permissions and the host operating system are exam-
ples of factors that can compromise the compatibility and, in consequence, the
successful execution of the jobs. Many times, users are not aware of the require-
ments of their own jobs. This kind of ignorance usually leads to a considerable
waste of time trying to guarantee the correct execution of the application on the
remote sites and sometimes it turns out to be an impossible task.

Moreover, most of scientific applications rely on models/simulators that do
not provide accurate results and the quality of the results will depend on how
many times the underlying simulation can be executed before a deadline. There-
fore, in those cases, as much executions we can deliver at a given time, the
better the results become. Consequently, we focus on increasing the number of
suitable working nodes for the underlying urgent application at a given time
independently on the sites’ particular configuration.

Virtual Machines (VMs) are becoming popular in grid computing as they
provide a way to abstract the grid resources and allow grid applications to be
run without worrying about the underlying platform of the resource. In this work,
we propose a job-management service based on virtualization techniques, that
avoid configuration problems and increases the number of available resources to
run applications with critical deadlines.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the main features of
virtual machines are described. In section 3, we describe the architecture of the
job management architecture. The experimental study is reported in section 4
and, finally, the main conclusions are included in section 5.

2 Virtual Machines for Urgent Computing

As we have previously mentioned, virtual machines provide an abstraction of the
underlying computing resources allowing any kind of application to be executed
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without misleading problems. In particular, VMs provide several important ad-
vantages:

a) Physical platform isolation: thanks to the abstraction carried out by
the virtual machine monitor (VMM), tasks execution does not depend on
the host device features. Thus, any VM instance on which user can execute
his application successfully will be useful and, therefore, any working node
(WN) in the site can satisfy application demands.

b) Multiplexation capability: depending on the features of the host plat-
form, it can support multiple VM instances execution, which could provide
better performance per WN.

c) Possibility of deploying new subpool of WNs: a VM, like a real phys-
ical machine, can execute the software needed to become a new WN into
the site, able to receive and process different tasks as well as physical WNs
do. Furthermore, the fact of having multiple VMs as a part of the working
nodes set of the site, allow us to deploy a new subset, or subpool, of virtual
WNs. The idea besides that is the one referred as to VM recycling. Instead of
starting and stopping a VM each time the submitted job requires this kind of
execution environment, VM recycling deals with the idea of not stopping the
VM and keeping it alive waiting for new tasks to be executed. This recycling
strategy saves time, as the time needed to instantiate the VM is skipped.

As one can see, these features solve, or at least relieve, the main constraints
of grid environments when dealing with an urgent HPC application. How each
one of the above mentioned handicaps are overcome is subsequently listed.

– Compatibility constraints elimination: in order to be able to execute the
application in any grid site, it is sufficient to have a VM that emulates a
trusted system on which the desired application executes successfully.

– Response time reduction: as it has been previously mentioned, VM recycling
permit to deploy subpools of virtual WNs that could be managed in a differ-
ent way than the physical ones, establishing, for example, different priority
polices, even up to dedicating it exclusively for particular applications.

– Turnaround time reduction: because of the multiplexation capability, it is
possible to carry out more executions per time unit, reducing the turnaround
time of each individual task/application execution compared to a standard
batch execution.

As stated previously, this work is focused on efficient managing strategies of
the grid-available resources. To achieve this goal, we propose a grid site local-level
architecture design based on the use of Virtual Machines (VMs), as a suitable
platform for grid infrastructures in order to allow an efficient and successful
processing of urgent scientific applications under such environments.

Although this approach seems very promising, it also raises new difficulties
and new challenges that must be explored, for instance, it is needed an accurate
analysis of possible performance degradations as well as collateral effects. These
aspects will be studied in the subsequent sections.
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3 Architecture Design

Virtual machines in grid computing can be implemented in different ways de-
pending on the purpose and intention of the grid. We shall now briefly describe
two of the most significant approaches according to our work:

1.-Virtual Machines as Grid Infrastructure: this method allows Grids to be set
up and deployed easily. Grid middleware is installed and configured within virtual
machines, and users can create and use a Grid infrastructure by installing and
deploying these virtual machine images. Machines are added and removed from
the Grid when users start and terminate their virtual machines. One example of
this virtual machine grid computing implementation is Grid Appliance [2].

2.- Virtual Machines running on Grid Infrastructures: this method is based
on the use of an already existing infrastructure for supporting grid computing.
Virtual Machines are executed as processes using the grid middleware just like
normal applications. Some examples are In-VIGO [3] and Maestro-VC [4].

Our proposal fits the second approach, taking into account the possibility of
dealing with virtual resources as new WNs inside the site, as well. Figure 1 de-
picts a modular schema of the proposed architecture for an urgent job execution
site based on virtual resources. In this approach, Grid middleware layer is based
on EGEE gLite framework [5]. As one can see, there are new resource compo-
nents as VMs which have been deployed as a consequence of the execution of
an ordinary task in a physical node, consisting of VM instance starting. These
virtual nodes have the capability to become new WNs into the site. Our con-
tribution, by means of this design, consists of the Virtual Spaces Job Manager
(VSJM) component description, which is the responsible for the appropriate
deployment and management of these virtual resources.

VSJM manages the virtual resources subpool, establishing direct connection
with it, in order to be able to diversify efficiently incoming virtual-resource de-
manding jobs. This component is constituted by three subcomponents:

– Execution manager: responsible for carrying out scheduling tasks for this
sort of jobs.

– VM manager: the subcomponent in charge of VM instantiation, by sub-
mitting a VM starting up job to the Local Resource Management System
(LRMS), stopping, recycling and even migrating it.

– Job manager: this component will deal with the submission and control of
tasks to be executed in virtual resources.

In order to include to the system the capability to correctly attend incoming
requests, we lean on an extension of the EU-Datagrid Job Description Language
[6], that is, the users, by means of a JDL file, may specify which virtual envi-
ronment should be provided for their jobs. Figure 2 shows a simplified example
of an extended JDL file where we include two new attributes: the VMId, which
univocally specifies what VM image should be deployed, and the UrgencyLevel,
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Fig. 1. Virtual resources-based site architectural design approach

Executable = "fusion_app";

Arguments = "-n";

JobType = "Normal";

InputSandBox = {"fusion_app"};

VMId = e97315e469fb;

UrgencyLevel = 1;

Fig. 2. Extended JDL job description

which specifies, in a 0 to 2 scale, the emergency degree of the incoming job, in
order to efficiently attend this kind of jobs.

Based on this extended JDL file, users can order the instantiation of a VM
image specifying its VMId, which had been established once the image had been
deposited on the VM repository. Our objective is to adapt this component to
the Globus Virtual Workspaces virtual repositories management system [7] [8].

Thus, jobs get into the system through the Grid middleware layer, which de-
termines whether jobs will be executed in a physical WN, steering them directly
to the LRMS, or jobs will be executed in a virtual WN, steering them in this
case to the VSJM module. Additionally, jobs that demand a virtual environment,
which is not already deployed, will cause the VM manager to act submitting an
ordinary job to the LRMS consisting of VM starting up.

This architectural approach constitutes a solution that provides useful services
for urgent computing, from which outstand the following ones:

– Allowing usual job execution: new functions added by our system do
not interfere in the way the site operated previously.
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– Allowing VM instances executions (offered by the site or supplied
by the user): our approach contemplates the possibility of offering a se-
ries of VM images available in the site (stored in a storage element), and
accepting user images as well, depending on authorization policies.

– VMs capability to become WNs and constituting a new WN sub-
set: our system submits VMs images as normal jobs to the Local Resource
Management System without requiring any special feature.

– Transparent job submitting to VM instances: our system includes
non-intrusive techniques that allow the automatic instantiation of a resource
management system (such as Condor [9]) when a VM image is started. This
resource management system does not interfere with the Local Resource
Management System deployed in the site and is used only by our Job Man-
ager in order to submit jobs directly to VM instances. By exploiting disk
images inclusion techniques, there is no need to modify the users’ VM image
nor to make them install any extra software in their images.

– Efficient VMs recycling management: the automatic deployment of a
resource management system when each VM is started allows the execution
of multiple jobs in the same VM instance. Therefore, significant saving of
time is obtained by avoiding the overhead incurred in VM instantiation.

– Basic infrastructure that can be able to dynamically increase the
number of resources in case of emergency: our system enables the
development of intelligent scheduling strategies that can determine in an
automatic and dynamic way when it is necessary to deploy new VM instances
in order to attend to the incoming tasks load, without the need for the user
to send VMs execution jobs.

4 Performance Analysis and Experimentation

This section describes some experimental results obtained with a first prototype
that supports the basic functionality of the job management service described
in the previous section. The goal is to demonstrate feasibility of the design and
show the potential use of the virtual machine multiprogramming mechanism. Our
prototype is interfaced to Condor as Local Resource Management System. The
current stable version of Condor (7.0.4) provides direct support for managing
VM images (which includes transferring images from a submission machine to
an execution machine, starting and stopping the virtual machine, and so on).
Condor was running on a testbed made of 12 Pentium IV machines, running
Linux. The Grid middleware used for accessing the testbed was based on gLite.
And we extended the existing gLite’s job manager with additional services that
provide a basic control of virtual images and application jobs.

We carried out a set of experiments with this prototype to measure the per-
formance of two applications running in a virtualized mode and the effect of
virtual machine multiprogramming on application performance. Our multipro-
gramming scheme allows the execution of two or more virtual machines on a
physical machine. Each virtual machine can be used for a different application
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thus allowing urgent jobs to time share the CPU with other jobs running on a
different virtual machine. A graceful degradation in performance is observed but
this scheme does not require to kill or checkpoint a running job when an urgent
job enters into the system.

We have used two computing-intensive applications to carry out the experi-
mental analysis presented in this section. The first one is a Dynamic Data Driven
Genetic Algorithm for fire spread prediction (DDDGA) [10]. The second one is
BLAST [11], a well known biology application, based on searching regions of local
similarity between genetic sequences. Both applications are compute-intensive.
However, in our experiments we have used DDDGA as an example of an urgent
job that was time shared with a non-urgent job (BLAST).

There is no appreciable cost (in terms of execution time and overhead) derived
from the use of VMs as computational tool instead of a physical machine in the
case of compute-intensive applications [12]. Table 1 shows execution times of
both applications under VM and under native host.

Table 1. DDDGA and BLAST execution times (minutes)

Native host Virtual Machine

BLAST DDDGA BLAST DDDGA

58.5 10 62 11

We carried out another experiment to demonstrate the fact that it is possible
to implement an adaptive scheduling system which is able to exploit virtual
resources depending on the emergency or priority of the incoming tasks. As
VMM we have used Xen [12], which provides useful techniques to control the
VMs behavior, such as CPU limitation. The experiment presented in this work
consists on evaluating how many executions of urgent incoming jobs (DDDGA)
can be carried out in the same time of another task already in execution, without
the need neither to suspend it nor to refuse the incoming requests, depending on
the CPU limitation balance between the virtual working nodes instances. Results
are shown on table 2. The time incurred by Condor to transfer the VM image is
not included. table 2 only shows the actual time incurred in the execution of each
job once the corresponding VM was started. It is worth noting that, according
to our architecture design, each instance of a job does not require to run in a
different VM. In general, only a small set of VM can be started and then multiple
instances of the job will run there until the whole set of jobs is completed, thus
limiting the overall overhead incurred in VM transfer and initialization. In this
experiment, DDDGA and BLAST run simultaneously on the same machine but
a different amount of CPU was given to each VM. The CPU amount ranged
from a minimum of 10% to a maximum of 90% (for instance, first row in table
2 shows the results of DDDGA running in a VM that was limited to 10%, while
BLAST was running in a VM that was using 90% of the physical CPU). The
same experiment was conducted on different machines of our testbed and table
2 shows average results.
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Table 2. CPU limitation experimental results (execution times in minutes)

CPU limit #DDDGA #BLAST Whole Whole DDDGA mean BLAST mean

distribution executions executions DDDGA BLAST execution execution

(DDDGA VM- set execution set execution time time

BLAST VM) time time

10%-90% 1 2 128 132 128 66

25%-75% 2 1 82 82.5 41 82.5

50%-50% 5 1 126 129 25.2 129

75%-25% 18 1 277 287 15.39 287

90%-10% 49 1 591 602 12.06 602

As seen in table 2, it is possible to get an important benefit by taking into
account applications behavior in each case of CPU limitation. A hypothetic
situation could be the fact of having a set of non-urgent BLAST jobs queued
and/or in execution, and an urgent request for executing as many instances of
DDDGA as possible. The results obtained indicate that if the system balanced
properly the use of CPU on the virtual resources many urgent tasks could be
completed while non-urgent ones will be kept in execution, without having to
suspend them. For instance, when DDDGA was running with 90% of CPU, the
overhead on the execution time of each job was nearly negligible, compared to
the case where DDDGA was running alone (Table 1). A total of 49 instances of
DDDGA were completed at the time taken by BLAST to complete one instance.
Obviously, performance degradation of BLAST was significantly higher, but this
is an acceptable situation in a scenario in which an urgent application arrives into
the system and needs to harness as many computational resources as possible.

Further exploitation of this multiprogramming mechanism requires the study
of new scheduling policies that make an efficient use of it in order to get the
maximum performance for each node in the grid site. Open issues that can be
explored in the future include:

a) To establish useful scheduling policies for virtual resources exploitation.
b) To satisfy, by means of these techniques, multiple time constraints (i.e. jobs

deadlines) thanks to intelligent strategies based on real-time CPU and mem-
ory limitation for jobs in execution in order to provide a suitable environment
for incoming tasks, respecting both the old jobs and the new jobs deadlines.

Furthermore, the addition of some sampling mechanism will enable our sys-
tem to give feedback to the users about execution time estimations, taking into
account how many resources could be devoted to their jobs in a given period of
time, and how would be possible to resize them in terms of CPU limitation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This work addresses some of the problems related to execution of urgent jobs
in a distributed computing environment. We have studied and proposed an
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architecture for a job management service, based on virtual resources, that lo-
cal sites should present in order to attend successfully and efficiently incoming
computing-intensive scientific applications. By using virtualization techniques,
our system has several advantages because urgent codes will be able to run
without worrying about applications’ libraries and architecture dependencies.
The system includes separated services that are responsible, on the one hand,
for managing virtual machine instantiation and, on the other hand, for job exe-
cution on the corresponding virtual machine instances. One of our goals was to
keep interoperability with already existing Local Resource Management Systems
(LRMS) and cluster middleware. No changes are required to existing LRMS, and
the only additional software required on each cluster are the necessary compo-
nents needed by the underlying virtualization engine (Xen, VMware...).

A first prototype of our service has been built and tested on a cluster man-
aged by Condor. Several experiments were conducted to evaluate the potential
benefits that can be obtained when a multiprogramming mechanism was used
to share the execution of multiple virtual machines on a single host. Our ex-
periments demonstrate that having control over virtual resources and balancing
the amount of CPU devoted to each virtual machine enables the development of
new scheduling strategies which could be used to manage the execution of urgent
jobs by adapting the system in a way that can satisfy the incoming requests and
demands.

Future research includes the exploitation of previous knowledge about ap-
plications behavior, that may allow the system to perform efficient scheduling
policies [13]. Furthermore, we are working on defining and implementing ad-
ditional feasible features of the architectural design proposed, which deal with
issues such as automatic and dynamic VM activation according to the workload,
the ability of virtual resources booking, or multi-core architectures exploitation
in order to satisfy scientific computing intensive parallel applications.
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